Abstract. We discuss the topological properties of a certain class of compact sets in a ^-complete complex manifold M. These sets-which we call qconvex in M-include, for q = 0 , the (f(M)-coiwex compact sets in a Stein manifold. Then we show applications of the topological results to the subjects of removable singularities for db .
Introduction
It is known that, if F c C" is a polynomially convex compact set, the Cech cohomology spaces Hr(K, C) = 0 for r > n (see [12, Theorem 2.7.12] ). This follows, by an inductive limit consideration, from the parallel result for Runge domains, due to Serre [16] (since F has a neighborhood basis of Runge domains), and was also proved by Browder [6] .
From the above property of polynomially convex sets Alexander [2] derived, by merely topological considerations, the following result about the polynomial hull X of a compact set X in the boundary of the open unit ball 1 of C , n > 2 : the Cech homology spaces H¡(bB\X, C) s H¡(V\X, C) for i <n-2, in particular bM\X and M\X have the same number (not necessarily finite) of connected components. 1 Moreover recently Alexander and Stout [3] proved, by arguments of different nature, that the latter property extends to a more general context. The result of [3] can be stated as follows: Let F be a relatively compact C2-bounded strongly pseudoconvex domain in a Stein manifold M (dim M > 2), with D being (f(M)-convex, and X a compact set in bD ; then, if XM denotes the cf(M)-null of X, bD\X and D\XM have the same number of connected components.
In this paper we pursue the investigation about topological properties of this sort for a suitable class of compact sets in a ^-complete complex manifold M, namely the compact sets which are ^-convex in M, according to the definition given below. These sets are a quite natural generalization to the setting of â -complete manifold of the cf (M)-convex sets in a Stein manifold.
Our results generalize and improve the above mentioned topological results and include a characterization of Behnke-Stein type of the (n -1 )-convex compact sets in an arbitrary noncompact complex manifold.
Moreover we show applications relating to the subject of removable singularities for the tangential Cauchy-Riemann operator.
(7-CONVEX SETS
Let Af be a noncompact complex manifold of dimension n > 2 (connected, with a countable topology).
As is well known, M is said to be ^-complete (0 < q < n -1 ) in case there exists a C°° strongly #-plurisubharmonic proper function p : M -y R. In particular M is 0-complete if and only if it is Stein, and every noncompact complex manifold is (n -Incomplete (see [9] ). We also recall that ^-completeness entails the vanishing of the Dolbeault cohomology spaces Hf-'S(M), r > 0, s > q and of the de Rham cohomology spaces HJDR(M, C), j > n + q (see [4, 
20]).
If M is ^-complete and F c M is a compact set, let us say that F is qconvex in M if the following holds: Given arbitrarily an open neighborhood co of K, it is possible to find a C°° strongly g-plurisubharmonic proper function u: M -> R such that F c {x £ M: u(x) < 0} cc co.
We have already considered this notion of ^-convexity previously [13] . It appears as a generalization to a ^-complete manifold of the standard notion of ¿f (Af)-convexity relative to a compact set in a Stein manifold. In fact, if M is Stein, a compact set F c M is 0-convex according to the above definition if and only if F = KM (= cf(M)-null of F) (see [12, Theorems 5.1.6 and
5.2.10]).
We point out that, though the (n-1 )-completeness condition does not impose any restriction to a noncompact complex manifold M, not every compact set K c M is (n -l)-convex in M (see Theorem 2 below).
Our first result is the following generalization of the result of Serre and Browder mentioned at the beginning. Then, in view of (*) (for W -M x C) and of the vanishing of Hr-fs (M) and Hr-fs(Mo(u)) for r > 0 and s > q, a standard argument (see [19, §6] Then the conclusion follows at once by the de Rham isomorphism and an inductive limit consideration. Q.E.D.
Our next theorem gives a characterization of (n -1 )-convex compact sets in an arbitrary noncompact complex manifold, and, in particular, shows that for q = n -1 the converse of Theorem 1 is true too. where <P is the paracompactifying family of supports in Af\F made up by the subsets of Af\F which are closed in Af (see [8, p. 235] ). Now, if there existed a relatively compact connected component U of M\K , H^V(U, C) = H2n(U, C) = C would be a direct summand of //¿"(Af\F, C), and the latter would not be zero. Therefore (b) => (c).
The proof that (d) =*• (b) is essentially the same as the proof of Theorem 1, using condition (d) in place of the Andreotti-Grauert approximation theorem. The vanishing of Hf-'S(M) and Hf-'S(K) for r > 0 and s > n , which is also needed, follows from the quoted result of [9] (see also below).
On the other hand, by resorting again to the Andreotti-Grauert approximation theorem, we get immediately, via an inductive limit consideration, that (a) =» (d).
Next let us prove that (c) => (a), which will conclude the proof that (a), (b), (c), and (d) are equivalent. Thus assume that (c) is valid. Choose a C°°H ermitian metric G on Af, and, in accordance with Greene-Wu [9] , define a Laplacian A0 on Af by setting A0 = Y^a'"ß GaPd2/dzad~Zß for every allowable system (zx, ... , z") of local complex coordinates. It is proved in [9] , using the Lax-Malgrange approximation theorem of Runge type applied to Ao, that there exists a nonnegative C°° strongly Ao-subharmonic proper function To : Af -► R ; and since AoTo is the trace of the Levi form of To, the latter is strongly (n-l)-plurisubharmonic (which shows Af tobe (n-Incomplete). Moreover, after adding a constant, we may assume that To is strictly positive.
We are to prove that, given an open neighborhood co of F, it is possible to find a C°° strongly (n -l)-plurisubharmonic proper function u: M -> R such that F c {u < 0} CC co.
Let cox be an open neighborhood of K with cox cc co, and choose a positive real number F large enough so that cox c Mr(xq) = {x £ M : t0(x) < F} .
Since M\K has no relatively compact connected components, if x is any point in M\K we can, by the Lax-Malgrange theorem for A0 again, find a Ao-harmonic function h: M -y R with h(x) > 1 and h < 1 on F. Therefore, as Mr(to)\co\ is compact, we can choose finitely many A0-harmonic functions hx, ... , hfj : M -y R which are < 1 on F, so that max{hx (x), ... , h^(x)} > 1
for every x £ Mr(xq)\cox . Set moreover ho = To/F. Clearly, we can choose a positive integer r large enough so that the function u = h2! + ■ ■ ■ + h2f -1 is < 0 on F and is > 0 on M\cox . Hence u: M -► R is a C°° proper function such that Fc{w<0}cc<y.
There remains only to show that u is strongly (n -l)-plurisubharmonic. As a matter of fact we have, in the domain of every system of local coordinates (zx, ... , z"), The above theorem improves a result obtained previously by Silva [17] , using different techniques, in the direction of extending to n > 2 the classical BehnkeStein theorem that characterizes the holomorphically convex compact sets in a noncompact Riemann surface. The result of [17] (generalized to complex spaces in [18] ) is essentially equivalent to proving that (c) ■& (d). An earlier approximation result of this type in the case Af = C" and K -D (D ce C" a domain with smooth boundary) is due to Weinstock [21] . A proof that (c) •» (d) in the case Af = C" can also be found in [1] .
Separation properties of (/-convex sets
This section is devoted to discuss the topological properties of ^-convex sets of the kind of the results of Alexander and of Alexander-Stout mentioned in the Introduction.
In the first place we have For a further investigation on the separation properties of ^-convex sets we need the following proposition. Proposition 2. Let M be a q-complete manifold of dimension n > 2 (0 < q < n -I), K c M a compact set which is q-convex in M and F c Af a closed set endowed with a neighborhood basis of p-complete open sets (0 < p < n-l-q).
Then the restriction map Hn+P+"(F, C) -» H"+p+"(F n F, C) is completeness of Çi2 , we shall also have /F(Q2, C) = 0 for r > n+p + q, and the conclusion will then follow by an inductive limit consideration, in view of the fact that, as Qx and co range through neighborhood bases of F and F respectively, Qx nco ranges through a neighborhood basis of FnF, and hence so does Q2 too. Since fíi is p-complete, there exists a C°° strongly p-plurisubharmonic proper function cp: £lx -y R and, after adding a constant, we may assume that F nK <z {cp <0} . Moreover, since K is ^-convex, there exists a C°° strongly <7-plurisubharmonic proper function u: M -► R such that K cz {u <0} c<z co. Finally from (*) and (**) we get, via the Poincaré duality,
for ; > n +p + q + 2, and H2n_x_}(bD\K, C) £ H2"-j-\(D\K, C) for ; > « + P + <7 + 1 ■ This is the desired conclusion. Q.E.D. 
Removable singularities of 9j
The above Propositions 1 and 3 and Corollaries 1 and 2 are of interest in the subject of removable singularities of the tangential Cauchy-Riemann operator db . We proved the following theorem in this area [13, Theorem 2.3] .
Let Af be a (n -2)-complete manifold of dimension n > 2, D cc Af an open domain and F c Af a compact set which is (n -2)-convex in Af. Assume that bD\E is connected and of class C1 . Then every continuous CF-function / on bD\E extends continuously to a function F e C°(D\E)ncf(D\E). Now, by a direct inspection of the proof of this theorem, it appears that the connectedness of bD\E is not necessary; what is really needed in the proof is that M\(Dl>E) is connected and every connected component of bD\E is the whole boundary, in M\E, of a connected component of D\E (the latter being also necessary). Therefore, in view of Propositions 1 and 3, the following two other versions of the above-mentioned theorem are valid too. Let us point out that the result of [13] recalled above is actually more general than is stated here, as it concerns not only CF-functions, but other kinds of CF-objects on bD\E as well, under suitable smoothness assumptions on bD\E. The parallel more general versions of Theorems 3 and 4 are valid too.
It is worth noticing the following particular case of both Theorems 3 and 4 (in view of Corollaries 1 and 2 too). This corollary shows that the d ¡, -removability of polynomially convex sets is valid under less restrictive assumptions than it was proved in [14 and 15] .
